
Chapter 116 – THE '7-4 INTERACTION'

♀ REFLECTIONS: Pt.8 – '4' & EX-RELIGION vs. PRE-SPIRITUALITY
Before we re-discuss some specific '7-4 interactions' such as Libra on the I.C.,

we will '♀-reflect', in a more general way, on the 4th archetype and the role it plays 
in the understanding of '(4)-5-6-7-8-9 spirituality'. As we learn more about this role, 
we realize that the words “religion” and “spirituality” are far from synonymous.

From the traditional astrological perspective, '4' is linked to emotions, habits;
the soul and family-ties. Although no psychological astrologer disagrees with this 
list, controversy emerges when the focus narrows to the nitty-gritty of family-ties 
e.g. Liz Greene (and, to a lesser extent, Howard Sasportas) point out that, whereas 
the Moon (arche)-typically aligns with mother, the I.C. often has more to say about 
father. This apparent inconsistency is resolved somewhat by the fact that the parents
tend to take a “compensating” attitude to their child e.g. the father could 
“subconsciously” notice that his wife is 'channeling' her own father... and, so, he 
tries to balance the situation by 'channeling' his own mother, and, without 
“consciousness”, a (variably “vicious”) cycle begins. Whatever the case, we view the 
I.C. as a symbol of (i) the 'maternal' (as opposed to the 'matriarchal') aspect of 
mother and (ii) the 'beginning' of f/Father. At the level of biology=instinct, '4' 
symbolizes (iii) the 'beginning' of “erotic sadism”.

Far less controversial is the I.C. symbolizing (iv) home... the location wherein 
we have '4 psychological time' to 'digest' emotions, without having to worry about '1
fighting-hunting' in the outer world. In other words, whereas '10' has symbolic links
to the '10 chronos-time temple' that can help us to stop worrying about the (further) 
inner world (see 'Ch.110'), '4' has symbolic links to the clearing of '3 extroverted air'
prior to entering any '5 centroverted (quintessential) fire'; like so
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arena. One additional way (beyond Descartes' mental intellectual way) to leave the 
religious and political arena in one's wake (see the tarot's '6 of swords') is to take 
notice of feelings that occur when collective delusion-dishonesty is rife. The silver-
lining (NB silver has symbolic links to '4'; gold has symbolic links to '5') to the cloud 
of collective madness is that which drives the '12 religious' individual into being '(4) 
ex-religious'.

In other words, from the Freudian perspective, '4' pertains to the devaluation
of the religious arena in order that spirituality can be 'gestated'. In this sense, we 
can say that athiesm is useful insofar as it instigates this distinction... and, indeed, 
athiest Freud did make it. (Freud's progressed Sun entered Leo as he was compiling 
“Moses and Monotheism”). '4' also pertains to the phase wherein the infant realizes 
that s/he has an 'inner life' that is separate from that of his/her mother's. If his/her 
realization is damaged to some degree, 'inner life' is “projected” onto his/her father 
to that same degree... and, in turn, Freud's “family romance” comes to life in all its 
Oedipal glory.

Nonetheless, Freud would eventually back away from extending his “Oedipus
complex” across gender lines. Freud realized that the female infant was just as much
“in love” with her mother during the first 2yrs of life as was any male infant (maybe 
even more so) and, therefore, her matricidal impulses can't be sourced to wanting no
competition for her father's affections. Rather, her matricidal impulses source to her
anger over being dumped into her own 'inner life' i.e. her “romance” with her father
is a consolation... her father's task, therefore, is to transform her consolation into 
her advantage by showing her how emotional independence leads to a sense of 
authentic, creative self-hood that is able to see the difference between being a 
daughter, a sister, a wife and a mother. (Later, perhaps at midlife, a Jungian 
therapist will want to help her to distinguish between the 4 aspects of her “animus”).
Or, in Kleinian words, it is the father's task to soften and make sense of his 
daughter's “depressive position”.  

Moving (back) across the gender line to the male infant's “Oedipus complex”,
we arrive at one of the basic rifts between Freud & Jung... the latter thought that the
little boy's main struggle is against the Mother archetype (“projected”, initially, onto
the personal mother) and, if he did generate patricidal thoughts, Jungians would see 
them as secondary. For example, the archetypal unredeemed family of Genesis takes
fatricide (Cain-Abel) to be the 'basic' intra-family crime... on this account, patricidal
thought becomes a “transference” from fratricidal thought. If, however, we return 
to our comments at the head of this section (the personal mother & father often 
change places), we realize that patricidal thoughts could be a screen for thoughts 
against the paternal grandmother. In “Star Wars”, Luke doesn't meet his paternal 
grandmother and, so, he never gets the chance to see the degree to which Annakin's 
“mama's boy” complex is her doing. In fact, Luke doesn't even meet his own mother
and, therefore, he has little chance of realizing the degree to which his “passive 
identifications” with his two father-substitutes are consolations for his (infant) 
“depressive position”.

If Freud had lived to see “Star Wars” become the global hit that it became, 
he would have been happy that it shed light on the “unconscious sense of guilt” that 
has to be confronted by the hero before he slays his dragon i.e. his matricidal-



fratricidal-patricidal thoughts are “repressed” (or, at least, actively ignored) 
because they stand in the way of emotional bonds that promote survival. All the 
same, “repression” isn't “annihilation” and, therefore, he passes through 4th 
archetypal phases in a somewhat haunted state until he is '5-enough' to “integrate” 
the 4 corners of his crucifix.

LIBRA on the I.C. (again)
Longstanding readers of FA are aware that FA's natal horoscope features 

this version of the '7-4 interaction' and, so, we do well to confess our bias from the 
outset of this section. With FA being the genderless abstraction that it is, daddy-me 
has had the luxury of being able to move back and forth across the gender divide 
(scroll back up to prior section) but I here need to confess that my bias leans toward 
the feminine (abstract) child because, thus far, my Libran-I.C. analysands have been
women. This isn't to say that these analysands take/took me as “a Libran”... as noted
at the outset of this 'Vol.5', a proportion of analysands can at least countenance their
“projection” onto their (respective) descendant(s) from the outset but a few months 
goes by before they look at “projections” down to their (respective) I.C.(s). This 'few
months' works for us too... with our Sun/Venus natally located near our M.C., it 
would have taken a 'few months' before they transited our I.C. to, thereupon, offer 
the 'heroic' chance to come to terms with the 4th house. (If FA's Gemini–ascendant 
'1-self' had been able to talk in the first couple of months, it would have seen 
analyst-me as “a Sagittarian”).

The point we are making here is that, to be able to retrieve one's “projection”
onto one's descendant, a degree of retrieval of one's “projection” 'down' to one's I.C.
is a pre-requisite. The $64,000Q now follows: what degree? 10%? 50%? 100%? Our
asnwer: the degree to which descendant qualites are retrieved is less than the degree 
to which I.C.-qualities are retrieved e.g. if a Libra on the I.C. analysand notices, say,
his/her '7 fence-sitting' or '7 aestheticizing' impulse when at home, and/or in relation
to respect of his/her father, to, say, a 50% degree, we would go on to say that s/he 
can only retrieve, say, 25% of his/her (?Capricorn on the) descendant qualities. 
However, if s/he could notice his/her “projection” to his/her I.C. to a 100% degree 
(possible??), we would go on to say that this would allow him/her to retrieve (more 
than?) 50% of his/her descendant qualities etc. etc. This is why the Freudastrologer 
is keen to move down to the I.C. within a few seasons...

Indeed, any analysis that can move down to I.C.-issues within a few months is
doing very well. The impulse to let siesta dogs lie (12.00-2.00pm is the 4th archetype's
siesta) is strong because it is so hard to acknowledge the “unconscious sense of guilt”
that fuels so many '10-4 axis' “compensations”. I, of course, have had to consider the
wacky challenge of understanding FA's patricidal impulses (how can a web-site have
patricidal feelings?) but, because, I'm Jungian-enough to spot the archetypal Mother
that is sitting behind the personal father, my paternal “counter-transference” will be
relaxed to the degree that I can remain conscious of my own “mama's boy” complex;
and, as noted above, to the degree that I might be fantasying FA as female.

Now, at this point, 'logical' readers might object to our view that “projection”
(from the ascendant ± M.C.) onto the I.C. presents more problems than “projection”
(from the ascendant ± M.C.) onto the descendant... after all, the descendant is, in the



anti-clockwising sense, a quadrant further away (from the ascendant ± M.C.) than is
the I.C.. Well, at least we can agree with these 'logical' readers when Libra is located
on the I.C. because (i) Scorpio's “burning ground” (ii) Capricorn's “karma” and (iii)
Aquarius-Pisces “mob–madness” will be complicating (perhaps, “complexing” is the
better neologism) the spiritual 'rise' through the right hemisphere. Against these, the
Libra-I.C.-er may be more comfortable dealing with the (psychological) incest issues
that, in the anti-clockwise sense, precede the problem of finding an exogamous mate.
For FA, of course, the strangeness that was noted above still applies, but, because 
the descendant also symbolizes non–sexual partnerships (e.g. business partnerships),
the strangeness is not so strange when seen through this '7 light'. 

Over the course of these articles, we have made much of the apocryphal story
that Libra's recent addition to the zodiac is a symbolic expression of humans coming
to the realization that men have a hand in creating babies (more than gods) and, as a
result, men can get beyond their “narcissistic flower boy” psychology and look at the
value of sexual fidelity i.e. when a father knows who his children are, he will be more
interested in what fatherhood means. In turn, it is but a short step for him to want to
share his interest with other men... and, with another short step, their shared 
interest will morph into the issue of man-made (rather than g/God-made) law (hence
the link of the 7th house to the “lower courts”). It is not uncommon, therefore, for 
individuals with Libra on the I.C. to have fathers who are involved in the drawing 
up of 'logical' man-made (rather than 'revealed' g/God-made) laws. The upside of 
this involvement is that the '7-4-er' can, via “passive identification” with his/her 
father, have an easier passage away from collective religion and toward 
“individuation-al” spirituality (see the opening section of this 'Ch.116'), but the 
downside of this involvement is that, via an over-satisfaction with paternal “passive 
identification” (that can be sourced to the post-Enlightenment & post-Modern 
philosophies), this '7-4-er' may have not want to 'reach' either (i) their (respective) 
phylogenetic Scorpio-Sagittarius sector, and/or (ii) their (respective) ontogenetic 8th-
9th houses... locations wherein the puzzles are solved with the fiery 'spirit' more than 
they are solved with airy 'logic'. 

Then again, one can't get too down on the '7-4-er' who doesn't want to extend
him/herself beyond Libra because, if one wants to get down on others, it makes more
sense to get down on those who refuse to leave the left hemisphere and praise anyone
who manages to 'reach' his/her 4th house in such a way that s/he can at least see what
is ahead i.e. your local left hemispheric “narcissist” can't/won't even examine what is
ahead, let alone 'reach-tap' it. 

At this juncture, dear reader, you may argue that air-water interactions, such
as '7-4', '11-4', '3-4', are too 'frothy' to bring about over-satisfaction with the “family
romance” and/or parental “passive identifications”... after all, according to FA's 
own Christian 'logic', Christ's redemptive descent into “Hell” is through the 4th 
archetype and Perseus' battle with Graiae can be linked to the passage through 
Cancer and, so, the child's urges to remain in “passive identification” with the I.C. 
parent are low no matter how inviting the sign and/or planets in the 4th house are or 
how uninviting the signs and/or planets further up into the right hemisphere are. In 
fact, when the ruler of this I.C., Venus, transits the I.C. and rolls through the 2nd 
quadrant, the individual will want to make a 'chariot' of it so that s/he can access the



upcoming 'double up' of '7' i.e. Venus transiting the 7th house (irrespective of the 
sign on the descendant).

If, dear reader, you don't have Libra on the I.C., you will still get a flavour of 
it when Venus is transiting your 4th house (whatever sign happens to be qualifying it)
and, therefore, we recommend that you imagine Venus as a 'chariot' that carries you
through to the cusp of your 5th house. This is going to be far easier, let alone far 
more frequent than trying to make a 'chariot' out of Saturn, Uranus, Neptune or 
Pluto. As far as the Saturnian 'chariot challenge' to Libra on the I.C., let's re-visit...

EXAMPLE 116A

In earlier essays, we discussed the movies that Hitch directed whilst he was in
the midst of his 2nd Saturn return into his 5th house (“Vertigo”; “Psycho”). In light of
our present focus on the '7-4 interaction', our sights now roll back to the movies that
Hitch directed as Saturn transited Libra, “Strangers on a Train”, “I Confess”, “Dial
'M' for Murder” & (as Saturn rolled across to his Jupiter/) “Rear Window” 
(1954), Hitch's Sun-to-Venus progression had occurred 20yrs prior, in 1933, but, at 
least, his subsequent new Moon in Libra was coincident with...

“Strangers on a Train” may not have the status of “Psycho”, “Taxi Driver” 
or “Hannibal” but anyone with an interest in charismatic serial killer Ted Bundy 
would want to include, “Bruno” (Robert Walker), in the ever-expanding set of 
“memorable screen psychopaths”. One of this movie's more memorable psycho-
profile features is the loopy mother who can't imagine her son being any kind of 
criminal (… the scene of Bruno guffawing at his mother's 'portrait of father' is 
worth the admission price). Hitch would have known something of how angry a son 
could become when asked to leave “the mothers, the mothers” behind and advance 
to the patriarchate because he had Mars in Libra in his 3rd house... in line with this, 
Bruno searches for a “brother” to perform the Oedipal patricide.
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Hitch's own father brought him up within the limits of strict Catholicism 
and, appropriately, Hitch produced (perhaps) his most 'personal' film as Saturn 
transited his I.C... “I Confess”. Entirely consistent with the location of Hitch's 30º of 
Libra, we see “Father Michael” (Montgomery Clift) being accused of an 'Oedipal 
murder' that he did not commit because, via the confession of his undifferentiated 
anima, “Ruth”-as-mother-sister-fiance (Anne Baxter), the police are given a motive. 
We surrounded the murder in brackets because the man killed was not Ruth's 
husband but a lawyer (note the '7 Libran' theme returning) who is '3 sibling' enough
to extort hush money for what would look to the world like an adulterous 
relationship. The over-contrived plot has the actual murderer confessing his crime 
to Father Michael but, because the Catholic confessional is inviolable, Michael is 
prohibited from telling the court about it and, as a result, he has to take the rap. 
Although one can see Ruth as the temptress of the piece, we learn that the real 'bad 
girl' is the nation-state that tempted Michael to fight for her in WWII... Ruth was 
doing nothing worse than shaking her fist at the madness of a pseudo-patriarchy 
that prevents boys from becoming men. The nation-state of “I Confess” is just as 
loopy as the mother in “Strangers on a Train”.

Although it is considered a “minor” Hitchcock movie, “I Confess” has gained
more importance in the wake of the recent scandals in the Catholic Church. It is not 
uninteresting to us that, before the criminal confesses to the police (in the last scene),
Father Michael is intimidated by the proverbial angry mob... why would God, acting
through an angry mob, punish someone who has honoured his conscience by 
keeping the confessional true to its purpose? Answer: Father Michael should have 
de-frocked himself as soon as he realized that his advice to the murderer had fallen 
on deaf ears. Agreed, Father Michael didn't hide the murderer by affording him 
new employment in a new parish, but his ineffectiveness must have led him to 
wonder whether his run to the priesthood was, astrologically, a “regression” from 
his I.C.. To what extent did Father Michael's advice lead to the mad killing spree at 
the film's conclusion?

We need to continue to type 'Oedipal murder' in brackets as we now turn our
attention to “Dial M for Murder” (and “Rear Window”; and, a little later, 
“Psycho”) because these films, on the surface, appear to have nothing to do with the 
removal of any (what Eric Neumann dubs) “gorilla father”... rather, they seem to 
have far more to do with the removal of “unfaithful daughters”. In other words, on 
the surface, we could argue that these movies are 7th archetypal insofar as the 
“wayward wife” is the archetypal “open enemy” of patriarchal dynasty wherein 
men intend to be as certain as possible who their sons are.

Then again, if the audience pays close enough attention, they can hear 
“Tony” (Ray Milland) phantasying the murder of his wife's, Margot's (Grace Kelly),
partner in adulterous crime almost as much as the murder of Margot... and, so, we 
can argue for simple “(infantile) displacement”, from the father 'over' to the mother,
before the more 'adult' 7th archetypal issue raises its head. In other words, 
“displacement” from father to mother is more accurately (=Kleinianly) described as 
“regression” from the 4th house to the 1st-2nd houses i.e. to that part of the horoscope 
before father 'matters'. Indeed, when we see Jimmy Stewart peering out of his 
“Rear Window” and sighting a woman who, like him, seems rather bed-bound, we 



can guess that he has “passively identified” with her well enough to see the links 
between his own psychological death and her physical death (or, at least, as his 
policeman friend sees it, physical absence). If Jimmy had been able to understand 
his “passive identity”, he would have had the chance to get out of his apartment with
only one broken leg... but, his non-analyzing character sees him wind up with two 
broken legs and a wife who is willing to browse the odd “National Geographic” 
provided that she can spend most of her time buried in the fashion mags. If a boy-
man is going to give himself any chance of tearing away from “the Mothers, the 
Mothers!”, he needs to look out of the window that promotes analysis rather than 
dissolution. Rear windows are for remembering (= not reliving).  Front windows are 
for envisioning.

VENUS IN CANCER
Jungian astrologers are right to point out that Jung's '5-5-7 Leo Sun in the 7th 

house' is the 'centre' of his psychotherapeutic wisdom. Still, when we keep looking at
Jung's horoscope, we begin to wonder to what extent he might have tapped his '7-4-6
Cancer Venus in the 6th house' when he was involved in his 50minute hours. After 
all, the 6th house is the house of “service and work” and Cancer gives the somewhat 
'dry' Venus access to emotional attachment that, in other signs, it struggles to get. 
The one thing that sticks when we review the myths that swirl around Aphrodite is 
that she is a capricious daughter of the emotionally detached '11' & '12' and, so, if 
she is able to get past the (water vs. air) clash of elements, Venus might be more of a 
“Heirophant” than even the Sun when it is placed in (± transiting through) the 
Crab. If we think of the 6th house as a conduit from the I.C. to the descendant, our 
answer to our question is, “Jung was Venusian to a significant extent, especially 
when he was drawing on his predecessors, Freud and Adler”. Or, “Jung was more 
Venusian when his clients were in one of the first three (of four, of course) 'phases' 
of therapy...

In 1929, Jung, picking up the threads of Freud's 1926 essay, “The Question of
Lay Analysis”, wrote “Problems of Modern Psychotherapy”, wherein he tells us why
“confession” is (at best) one quarter of a psychotherapist's treatment... if the analyst 
wants to take a treatment to something like a conclusion, s/he has to take the process
into “elucidation”, “education” & “transformation”. In our view, the individual who
has Venus in Cancer is well placed to receive (and, in Jung's case, give) 
“elucidation” because it refers to Freud's aim to remain (if not “conscious”, then) 
aware in the face of an emotional abreaction or the revealing of a secret that is 
'poisoning' the intellect (the “education” phase of his treatment refers to his Sun in 
Leo i.e. the Lion needs to instill a lion-like 'courage' in himself and those around 
him... we will return to this in the upcoming 'Vol.5:Pt.VI'). Indeed, as Jung himself 
would exemplify, the individual who has Venus in Cancer can easily, if s/he so 
wishes, leave “elucidation” behind and focus on “transformation”. Before we take 
this further, let's return to our interest in the myth of Psyche & Eros...

In our 'Venus in Gemini' mini-essay, we made the point that Piscean “natural
unconsciousness” needs to be distinguished from the “artificial unconsiousness” that
occurs when the individual refuses to own his/her right hemisphere. (We 
recommend Marie-Louise von Franz' book, “Reflections of the Soul: projection and 



re-collection in Jungian Psychology”, if you, dear reader, are not yet convinced i.e. a 
psychologist can only accuse someone of a “projection” when calm “passive 
identity” has evolved into a disturbance... if it hasn't done so, the accusation is the 
“projection”!!). In turn, we made the point that Aphrodite's challenge to Psyche to 
descend into Persephone's domain was a challenge to remedy her “artificial 
unconsciousness”. She like all of us, has to learn more about full humanity... but, 
whereas (in this context), Psyche  learns in one cycle of Venus, we humans have 70 
cycles, more or less, to do so. The Venus in Cancer leg of her journey is, of course, 
her '4 ferry–ride' in Charon's boat (Psyche is given 2 coins to “pay the ferryman” 
because her synoptically-attuned 'talking tower' knows that she will need to pay for 
her '8 ferry–ride' later in the story). 

Because the tarot's “Moon” card features a couple of dogs, we would also say 
that Psyche's diversion of the angry dog, Cerberus, by feeding him one of the barley 
cakes, is another symbol for Venus' capacity to not get “stuck” in '4' (as, say, Saturn
is prone to do in Cancer) and keep its eyes on the pot of beauty cream prize... that, of
course, she is slated to find in Virgo-Libra. Meanwhile, back at the Cancerian ranch,
Psyche must “un-stick” herself from her maternal impulses when, while on the 
ferry, she sees a drowning man screaming to be saved... the 'talking tower' had 
warned her that she would be tempted by suffering phantoms whom only existed to 
trap her and prevent her from completing her tasks. (We could, alternatively, 
assume that a Moon in Cancer individual might not be so strong in the face of 
temptations to mother).

So, returning to the issue of Jung's natal Venus in Cancer, we can now 
qualify this placement by noting that, during his life, Jung's Venus “progression” 
made it all the way through Leo, Virgo and Libra by the time of his death (even his 
Sun had not reached Scorpio by progression at this time). This is a nice symbol for 
his beginnings with '4 family-romancer' Freud yet his need to supercede '4' (by 
contrast, Freud had natal Venus in Aries progressing all the way through Taurus, 
Gemini & Cancer; and, when he was composing “Moses and Monotheism”, Venus 
progressed into Leo). But, as our longstanding readers are aware, we aren't happy 
about the way that Jung left Freud behind him – as exemplified by his quote, “to be 
(Freudian-ly) retrospective & introspective is a pathological mistake only when it 
stops short at futilities like incest and other squalid fantasies, or (Adlerian) feelings 
of inferiority; retrospection should be carrried much further...” – because, as 
longstanders are also aware, the right way to access the collective is via a 
prospection through Scorpio. In our view, Jung didn't make the distinction between 
retrospective-ness and prospective-ness because he was not sure that “Westerners” 
should be dabbling in “Eastern” notions of reincarnation and karmic cycles. 

Now, as many shortstanding readers are aware, we are happy that Jung 
made mention of Christianity's reincarnationists – the Cathars – but we do wish that
Jung had kept them in mind when he cautioned “Westerners” against dabbling. We 
stand by our view that the world's “split” into “West” vs. “East” deserves 
“integration” to the same degree that any “Western” wo/man's “conscious” vs. 
“unconscious” “split” deserves “integration”. We also take the view that, although 
Jung's Cancerian Venus “progressed” all the way to Scorpio, it did not last long 
enough in Scorpio to see that the more one understands one's (squalid) incest 



fantasy, the more s/he will recognize that s/he needs to generate some exogamous 
fantasies... something that is qualitavely different to retro/introspection to the 
(further in, '11/12-ish') archetypal realm. If the  “Westerner” is able to enrich 
his/her exogamous fantasying, s/he may then be able to access the archetypal realm 
(i.e. the realm that attracted Jung so much) with a better sense of proportion... as 
symbolized by the physical size of '8 Pluto' as it compares to the physical size of '12 
Neptune'. 

Now, in typing all this, it is right and proper that I admit that my natal Venus
is 'opposite' Jung's natal Venus i.e. my Venus in Goaty-defensive Capricorn wants to
push past the 'raw' archetypal influxes of Aquarius and Pisces (± Aries insofar as 
the Ram is 'fed' by the Fishes) all the way to Venus in Gemini-Cancer-Leo-Virgo, 
even if I must also admit that, like Pysche, I don't like being set a bunch of angry-
Aphrodite tasks and, so, like Jung, my Venus likes to retrospect to Sagittarius and 
fantasize the freedoms that come to individuals who have (at least, decently 
aspected) natal Venus in Sagittarius. Before galloping forward (not back) to '9', 
however, let's examine...

EXAMPLE 116B

When Pluto is natally conjunct Venus, as it is in the case of the director of the
appropriately titled, “Dog Day Afternoon” (i.e. stinking hot mid-summer afternoon),
we can guess that the movie has its share of 4th archetypal-Lunar symbolism... recall,
here, the tarot's XVIII “Moon” card. Although the hostage crisis it depicts happened
in 1972, the movie was made when Saturn was transiting Sidney's natal Pluto-Venus
conjunction in 1975. When the Saturnian father 'descends' onto Pluto-Venus, we can
expect the individual who carries this conjunction in his natal chart to want to watch
it from without through a creative venture. To watch a destructive “family 
romance” from within (and without any chance to alter its course) is a thing that one
might not even wish upon an enemy. It is no fun at the time and no fun in retrospect.
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And, this is good thing about “Dog Day Afternoon” i.e. it is probably the 
most comical hostage film ever made... the hostage films that have come in the wake 
of the Twin Towers event tend to be pretty grim. (One of the funniest things about 
this film is that Sidney cast Dubya as an F.B.I. agent... just kidding, but if you see the
film you will know what I mean). The trouble with the comedy is that a lot of it is 
delivered at the expense of the gay & lesbian movement. This movement might have 
been hoping that, after Joesph Losey's “Victim” of 1961, the homosexual–acceptance
cause might have been taken more seriously as the 60's played out... but, a decade 
later, Fellini & Visconti were still taking satirical stabs. At any rate, Sidney was 
attracted to the tale of homosexual “Sonny”'s (Al Pacino's) attempt to fund, via 
armed bank robbery, the sex-change operation that his lover, “Leon” (Chris 
Sarandon), believes that he needs because a psychiatrist told of him that he was “a 
woman trapped in a man's body”...

 Any analyst worth his/her salt, however, would never say such a thing. If 
s/he were Freudian, s/he would say that he had stayed “in identification with his 
mother” and “taken his father as an 'object'”. If s/he were Jungian s/he would say 
that he had “identified with his anima” and “taken his animus as his 'object'”. In 
short, all males have “a woman trapped inside them” and, therefore, this statement 
provides nothing at all diagnostic to Leon's state of mental health. Meanwhile, the 
main mental health issue that is hurting Sonny is a radical lack of imagination... 
specifically, a lack about how to deal with “the mothers, the mothers”. We can guess 
that he is dealing with an issue that could have been more easily solved a generation 
earlier (by his father), but we quickly realize that “resignation” had set in early in 
his marriage... as he watches his son on live television he mutters, “why rob a bank 
when you've got a sucker for a mother?” Later on in the narrative, we see the 
uncanny-if-typical similarity between Sonny's wife and Sonny's mother. The fact of 
Sonny's father being “resigned” forces “Sgt. Moretti” (Charles Durning) intot the 
role of “not-yet-resigned father”... but, of course, this father has other children 
(hostages) to worry for. Sidney's Sun in Gemini helped him to see how “sibling 
rivalries” pre-date “family romances”... as we can see even more bluntly in his last 
film, “Before the Devil Knows You're Dead”: matricide, fratricide, patricide, 
infanticide, instinctual and incestuous ties all over the place. 

Although Sidney's Pluto-Venus conjunction at 13º (of Cancer), can't be called
“square” to his Saturn in Libra at 26º, the fact remains that the ruler of natal 
Saturn is Venus... and, so there is a certain 'contact' between them. It is also 
interesting that, as his directorial career took off, Saturn was transiting his natal 
Jupiter, and Jupiter was transiting his natal Saturn... his first movie turning out to 
be one of Hollywood's more lasting courtroom dramas, “12 Angry Men”. Any movie
that has '12' in its title is sure to attract the interest of astrologers... and, if you see 
this one, dear reader, we expect that you would not have too much trouble spotting 
the 12 “shadows” if the 12 signs of the zodiac... although we do have to admit that 
“Juror 7” is very much more the “shadow” of '9 Sagittarius' than the “shadow” of '7
Libra'... he can't wait for the '7 process' to finish so that he can go to a baseball 
game (he doesn't care whether the accused is guilty or not). 

FA's longstanding readers know that our favourite director, Stanley 
Kubrick, directed the greatest of all “Armageddon” movies, “Dr Strangelove...”. 



This film was in the thick of historical synchronicity insofar as it was in the midst of 
production by the time of the Cuban Missile Crisis. This sense of synchronicity is 
further fuelled by the simultaneous production of Sidney's “Fail-Safe”. Whereas 
“Dog Day Afternoon” and “Dr. Strangelove...” were comedic, “Fail-Safe” was a 
deadly serious examination of the state of the 20thC world. A couple of decades prior 
to this watershed, Jung had already written about the problem of the State that 
picks up the pieces when religion is passe and belief is not backed up by faith (let 
alone backed up by gnosis). I have to admit, dear reader, when I saw “Fail-Safe” 
again, I had to watch “Dr. Strangelove...” as an antidote. If someone decides to fly a 
plane into Trump Tower, it is very difficult to imagine the world-leader aping Henry
Fonda.

The “synchronous” phenomenon of today is that one half of the world doesn't
care that belief-not-backed-up-by-faith, when “artifically unconscious”, can't wait to
“project” itself onto the other half of the world that sees how many suffer because of
the flimsy-ness of belief-not-backed-up-by-faith. Perhaps, the deeper reason that the 
Cuban Missile Crisis didn't bring about the end of the world was that the world was,
in fact, in the less-disastrous condition that Jung dubbed “natural unconsciousness”.
This fits astrologically insofar as, in the first years of the 1960's, Saturn-the-“Lord of
karma” was expressing itself through the (hibernating) winter signs.                   


